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A battery pack for electric vehicles always contains many individual cells, but even more must be used
for those made of 18650 cells. Cell-to-cell inconsistency can undermine the performance of a battery
pack, and requires investigation before its formation. Traditional consistency screening approaches
may have to check the electrochemical performance of the individual cells one after another, requiring
plenty of time to filter the massive cells, whereas this study proposes a more efficient screening
approach to select cells with better electrochemical consistency. By the proposed approach, the cells
are connected in series and cycled with the same current, which makes performance consistency
screening more reliable and more efficient. The weight, size, sealing, and electrochemical
performances were tested and analyzed. These basic comparative results allow researchers and
engineers to obtain a facile understanding of the inconsistency present in 18650 cell products. The
inconsistency of cells from five manufacturers is quantitatively compared. Traditional screening
approaches are based on the cell traits listed above, whereas the proposed approach in this study takes
reduced time in cell screening by connecting 120 selected cells in series and cycling them
simultaneously. Pack tests were conducted to verify the proposed consistency screening approach. The
battery pack formed by cells with poor consistency selected by the proposed screening approach has a
lower initial capacity after pack formation and shows faster capacity decay after cycling than one
formed by cells with better consistency selected by the proposed screening approach, indicating that
the proposed facile screening approach is effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion cells are used to power today’s electric vehicles[1,2]. Battery cells must form a
pack to meet the high power output demand of electric vehicles[3,4]. Hundreds or even thousands of
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cells are required to form a battery pack[5]. Inconsistency exists among different cells[6,7], even for
those from the same batch that are manufactured under similar environment. Any inconsistency among
the cells can undermine the full performance of the battery pack[8]. For instance, the capacity of a
battery pack will be less than the minimum capacity of the individual cells[9,10]. Furthermore, the
inconsistency may grow during operation, resulting in an accelerated decay in the capacity of the
battery pack[11,12]. Therefore, the cell inconsistency among the cells of a battery pack must be
studied and well controlled.
Some research has been conducted to characterize and manipulate the inconsistency in a battery
pack[13,14]. Generally, the characterizations focus on inconsistencies in the size, weight, capacity,
resistance and other electrochemical characteristics of the cells. Raspa et al.[15] proposed using the
discharge voltage, open circuit voltage, total capacity and Randle equivalent circuit model parameters
as a basis and used the battery state of charge(SOC) changes to screen the cells. Kaizheng Fang et
al.[16] proposed a method for screening cells based on the thermal behavior of the battery during
charging. Jianbo Zhang et al.[17] used EIS and the equivalent circuit parameters to screen the cells. All
these methods are based on the measurement of one cell at a time, which is time consuming. Muenzel
et al.[18] proposed that a cell’s construction can significantly affect its performance and lifetime.
Devie and Dubarry[19] used the rate capability, the capacity ratio, and the Ohmic resistance to
characterize cell-to-cell inconsistency. The many different characteristics that are used to study the
cell-to-cell inconsistency can be coupled together, but the correlated research is complex and timeconsuming without many effective results.
There are some available approaches to evaluate and control cell inconsistency[20]. Balancing,
or ‘equalization’, is used to control the cell inconsistency within an acceptable range during the
operation of the battery pack[21,22]. However, cell equalization can only recover the pack capacity to
the minimum cell’s capacity[23]. Therefore, cell-to-cell inconsistency must be reduced before pack
formation. It is important to develop screening approach to filter the cell-to-cell inconsistency.
Generally, cell inconsistency is characterized by specific tests using specific instruments[24,25]. The
charge and discharge curves under different current rates contain rich information on the
electrochemical features of the cell[26], and can thus be relied on to analyze the cell-to-cell
inconsistency.
The 18650 cell is a typical type of cylindrical lithium ion battery, with a diameter of 18mm and
a length of 65mm. The manufacturing of 18650 cells is mature with high automation, and reduced
production costs. Therefore, the 18650 cell is favored by manufacturers of electric vehicles, e.g., Tesla
Motors. However, because the capacity of the 18650 cell is low, many of them must be combined to
form a battery pack. Therefore, a facile screening approach for large amounts of 18650 cells is
meaningful and requires further study.
The screening methods of the manufacturers mainly focus on the measurement of the initial
state parameters, including the initial capacity, the initial SOC, the initial internal resistance and the
initial temperature. The screening methods of scientific research institutions mainly focus on
measurements of the current state parameters, including the current capacity, the current EIS and so
on. All the parameters mentioned above can only be measured cell by cell and thus, cannot be used to
select cells with better performance consistency quickly and efficiently. Meanwhile, the effect of
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measurement deviation has not been fully considered, and sometimes the deviation requirements for
consistency screening is even less than the measurement deviation. Therefore, this paper conducted a
facile consistency screening approach to select cells with better consistency for commercial 18650
lithium ion cells. Selecting cells in series can ensure that the current is absolutely the same and
effectively avoid the influence of measurement deviation on consistency screening. Additionally, the
tester used in this experiment ensures that every cell is well ventilated, which can avoid the influence
of temperature on the cell consistency measurements. The five selected manufacturers represent an
average of the available manufactured cells, thereby making the basic comparative results useful for
both researchers and engineers, allowing them to obtain a quick understanding of the inconsistency in
current 18650 cell products. The weight, size, sealing, and electrochemical performances were tested
and analyzed. The inconsistency of cells from the five manufacturers is quantitatively compared. All of
the above experiments were conducted to verify that these batteries had a certain consistency before
further screening. As the high voltage of the pack can only be economically achieved by connecting
the cells in series, studying the consistency of cells in series is more important and practical than doing
so in parallel. The proposed approach in this study connect 120 selected cells in series and charges and
discharges them, which reduces the time required for cell screening. A facile screening approach was
proposed to select a batch of cells with better consistency for further pack formation. The facile
screening approach was validated through a pack cycling test.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. The battery cell
18650 cells from Company A, Company B, Company C, Company D and Company E were
chosen for this study. Company A, Company C and Company D are global manufacturers, who are
famous for the application of their products in 3C electronic devices and new energy vehicles.
Company B and Company E are famous Chinese enterprises, who have stable market shares and
advanced technologies. The quality of the 18650 cells produced by these five manufacturers may
represent the current technology level of 18650 cell manufacturing. Therefore, the cell samples from
these five manufacturers were selected to conduct a comparative study of the cell inconsistency. The
battery cells from the five manufacturers are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. 18650 cell samples from five manufacturers
Table 1 summarizes the basic specifications offered by the five manufacturers.
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Table 1 Nominal specifications offered by the five manufacturers
Cell manufacturer
A
C
D
E
B

Nominal voltage
3.7V@0.2C
3.6V@0.2C
3.6V@0.2C
3.7V@0.2C
3.7V@0.2C

Nominal capacity
2600mAh
2600mAh
3000mAh
2600mAh
2200mAh

Quantity under test
200
200
200
200
200

2.2. The test procedure
Several tests were designed and conducted to obtain detailed information about the
inconsistencies of the cells, as shown in Figure 2. Weight and size check, sealing test, and performance
test were conducted before a cell screening approach was proposed.

Figure 2. Flow of the test procedure in this study

2.3. Experimental design
2.3.1. Weight and size check
The specific energy and specific power of a cell are critical parameters, because the size and
weight of the cell is limited onboard the electric vehicle. The cells were numbered from 1 to 200 for
each manufacturer. The size and weight were measured using a caliper produced by Vernier ® and
using a balance produced by Mettler-Toledo®, respectively. The accuracy of the caliper is 0.02mm,
whereas that of the balance is 10-5g.
2.3.2. Sealing test
The cells may have to work under a variety of conditions in electric tools or vehicles. The
sealing test is also important for preventing cell leakage, which may greatly affect the safety of cells
because they can release flammable gases released.
The cells from the five manufacturers were put into a vacuum box for 24h with a vacuum
pressure higher than 0.1MPa. The temperature was set to 20℃. After the sealing test, the mass loss of
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the cell should not be higher than 1mg, whereas the size expansion should not be higher than 0.2mm.
Otherwise the cell is regarded as failing the sealing test, and is not tested further.

2.3.3. Capacity and performance characterization test
2.3.3.1. The charge and discharge test with 120 cells connected in series
As shown in Figure 3(a), the 120 randomly selected cells from all of the five manufacturers
were connected in series. Therefore, all 120 cells can be charged and discharged simultaneously with
precisely the same current, resulting in a quick test of the consistency of such a large number of 18650
cells. Compared with testing the cells in parallel, testing the cells in series requires a smaller current,
but a higher voltage. The high voltage tests were conducted by a compatible Arbin tester, as shown in
Figure 3(b).

(a)

120 18650 cells connected in series

(b)

Arbin tester with 120 cells connected in
series

Figure 3. The charge and discharge test with 120 cells connected in series

The channels of the Arbin tester were connected in series to form the tester used for the 120cell test. The terminals of the Arbin tester were connected tightly to avoid contact resistance. The 120cell test started with a 10min static pause to observe the system’s status. The 10min pause was
followed by a 0.5C charge to 504V or any cell’s voltage reached 4.2V. A 30min static pause was set
before the cell was discharged at 1C until the total voltage reached 354V or any cell’s voltage
decreased to 2.95V. The voltages of the cells were recorded for another 30min after the discharge. The
cut-off voltages were set as 4.2V and 2.95V to minimize the influence of the performance
characterization test on the longevity of the cells, so that the good cells could be further integrated into
a battery pack.

2.3.3.2. Charge and discharge test under different current rates
Through the approach proposed above, cells that represent the average characteristics of each
of the five manufacturers can be obtained. The cells that represent the average characteristics of a
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battery batch are called the “average cells”. Then, 10 cells were selected from the average cells to
compare the basic performance offered by each of the five manufacturers. The basic performance tests
include the charge/discharge performance under variant current rates, the relationship between the
SOC and the OCV, and the relationship between the SOC and the internal resistance. The batteries
from the five manufacturers were discharged at 0.2C, 0.5C and 1C at 20℃, to obtain the capacity under
different discharge rates. After the discharge tests, the cells were charged at 0.2C by a CC-CV profile
to 4.2V with static pause for 1h afterwards. The resistance and the OCV at 100% SOC were evaluated
using an internal resistance tester. Then, the cell was further discharged by 10% SOC to 90% SOC at
0.2C, and the resistance and OCV at 90% were evaluated again using the internal resistance tester. The
test was repeated with a depletion of 10% SOC at each step, to measure fully the internal resistance
and the OCV from 0% to 100% SOC.

2.3.4. The cell screening approach
Figure 4 shows the steps for the proposed facile screening approach. As mentioned in the
introduction, the study of cells in series is more important and practical. Thus, 120 cells were randomly
selected from 200 samples from each manufacturer. According to the test approach described in Sec.
2.3.3.1, the 120 cells were connected in series. The charge and discharge curves at 0.5C charging and
1C discharging were obtained.

Figure 4. The facile screening approach for cell inconsistency
Based on the normal charging and discharging mechanism, the polarization of the cells
becomes more obvious at the end of charging and discharging tests, so the internal resistance
difference between the cells is also notable at these points. We relied on the notable characteristics at
these points to design our quick cell screening approach. By observing the entire charge-discharge
curve, we can conclude that the curve is consistent in a majority of the cases, and there is only
significant inconsistency at the end of charging, at end of discharging and 30min pause after the end of
discharging. The facile screening approach was applied by analyzing the characteristics at three
selected characteristic points, including the voltage at end of charging, the voltage at the end of
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discharging, and the voltage after 30min pause after the end of discharging. The cells with better
consistency were selected according to the statistics of the three selected characteristic points. The
average voltage and the standard deviation ΔV of the three selected points were analyzed. Within the
range of
, the cells that have better consistency can be figured out. If all the
characteristic voltages at the selected points fall into the range of
, the cell is
regarded to have good consistency.

2.3.5. Pack test to check the proposed screening approach
To verify the effectiveness of the facile screening approach of cell consistency, 20 average cells
with better consistency and 20 cells with worse consistency were selected and connected in series to
form two battery packs. The cells used for pack test was chosen from D company. As the consistency
of cells from D company is the best compared with other four companies before screening, we chose
the cells from D company to verify the approach. If the cells from company D can verify this
approach, cells from the other four companies can also verify this approach. Cycling tests were
designed to investigate the capacity decay of the two battery packs. As shown in Figure 5, an Arbin
tester was utilized to cycle the battery pack consisting of 20 screened cells in series using current rates
of 0.5C for charging and 2C for discharging at 25℃. After 50 cycles, the capacity decays of the 20-cell
packs were analyzed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed screening approach.

Figure 5 The pack test setup for verification of the facile screening approach
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Weight and size check
The weight of cells from the five 18650 manufactures are ordered as follows:
Weight: D>E>A>C>B
(1)
As the cells from Company D have the highest capacity(3000mAh), the weight of the Company
D cell is the heaviest. On the contrary, the cells from B have the lightest weight. The weight
consistencies are compared in Table 2 and Figure 6(a).
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(a)

Boxplot of the weights

(b)

Boxplot of the diameters

(c)

Boxplot of the heights

(d)

Boxplot of the volumes

Figure 6. Boxplot comparing the inconsistency of the weights and sizes of the cells from the five
manufacturers

Table 2. The statistics of the weight for 18650 cells from each manufacture
A
Maximum weight/g 44.73
Minimum weight/g 44.17
Average weight/g 44.53
Standard deviation/g 0.073

C
43.44
43.08
43.29
0.067

D
47.51
47.01
47.29
0.101

E
45.56
45.01
45.27
0.107

B
42.67
41.92
42.32
0.142

Considering the standard deviation of the cell weight, the consistency of the weight from each
of the five manufacturers can be ordered as follows:
Standard deviation of weight: C<A<D< E<B
(2)
The diameters D of the five manufactures’ 18650 cells all exceed 18mm, within a range of
18.06mm-18.22mm as listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 6(b). The oversized diameters may affect
the integration of cells into packs. The height H of these batteries is within the range of 64.88mm65.30mm, as listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 6(c). The standard deviation of the diameter and the
height were marked as ΔD and ΔH, respectively.
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Table 3. The statistics of the diameter for 18650 cells from each manufacture
A

C

D

E

B

Maximum diameter/mm

18.22 18.20 18.28 18.20 18.20

Minimum diameter/mm

18.00 18.00 17.60 18.00 18.00

Average diameter D/mm

18.08 18.08 18.22 18.12 18.06

Standard deviation ΔD/mm 0.048 0.046 0.052 0.038 0.048

Table 4. The statistics of the height for 18650 cells from each manufacturer
A

C

D

E

B

Maximum height/mm

65.04 65.00 65.24 65.02 65.42

Minimum height/mm

64.80 64.76 65.00 64.80 65.10

Average height H/mm

64.89 64.88 65.10 64.92 65.30

Standard deviation ΔH/mm 0.051 0.049 0.047 0.054 0.061

The volume Vol of the cells can be calculated by Eqn. (3), and the statistics of the cell volumes
are derived in Table 5 and shown in Figure 6(d). For inconsistency in the cells’ sizes, the quality of the
cells from Company E is the best because it has the lowest standard deviation in volume. Although
cells from Company D seem to have a centralized distribution in the boxplots shown in Figure 6, the
number of exotic cells that fall outside of this average range is larger than that for any other company.
Therefore, the standard deviation for the volume of cells from Company D is the highest among those
of the five manufacturers.
Through testing and analyzing the quality, diameter, height and volume of all the cells, we can
conclude that these cells have a good exterior consistency. Although the parameters of the cells from
each manufacturer differ slightly, they are all within the deviation range, which means that further
screening of the cells can proceed using the approach proposed above.
Vol 



4

 D2  H

(3)

Table 5. The statistics of the volume for each manufacturer’s 18650 cell
A

C

D

E

B

Maximum volume/mm2

1.690×104 1.690×104 1.709×104 1.691×104 1.699×104

Minimum volume/mm2

1.649×104 1.648×104 1.584×104 1.654×104 1.660×104

Average volume Vol/mm2

1.666×104 1.665×104 1.697×104 1.675×104 1.674×104

Standard volume ΔVol
/mm2

87.7

87.0

96.0

71.4

89.4
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3.2. Sealing test
The results of the sealing test are listed in Table 6. All the samples for Company E passed the
sealing test, indicating that Company E had the best design for sealing the cells.
Table 6. Sealing test results
A

C

D

E

B

Failure rate

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0%

1%

Failure terms

weight

weight

size

/

weight

3.3. Capacity and performance characterization test
3.3.1. The charge and discharge test with 120 cells connected in series
The 120 cells connected in series were numbered in order.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate the 0.5C charge curve and the 1C discharge curve for the cell
from the five manufacturers, respectively. The number of the cell with the highest/lowest voltage are
marked in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

(a)

Charge curve of A

(d)

(b)

Charge curve of E

Charge curve of C

(e)

(c)

Charge curve of D

Charge curve of B

Figure 7. Charge curves of the individual cells in the 120-cell pack
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(c)

Discharge curve
(d)
of C

Discharge curve of E

(h)

(e)

Discharge curve
(f)
of D

Discharge curve of B

Figure 8. Discharge curves of the individual cells in the 120-cell pack
Table 7. The maximum voltage difference DV at the three selected points
A

C

D

E

B

End of charge, DV, end of discharge / mV

19.7

23.7

19.2

18.5

24.6

End of discharge, DV, end of charge / mV

207.0

175.3

101.6

193.3

253.4

30min after discharge, DV, 30min after discharge / mV

10.2

11.5

13.7

58.3

18.2

Table 7 shows the maximum voltage difference DV at the three selected points for the cell
samples of the five manufacturers. The maximum voltage difference at the end of discharge, DV, end of
discharge, is the largest, whereas that at 30min after the discharge, DV, 30min after discharge, is the smallest, as
shown in Eqn. (4).
DV, end of discharge > DV, end of charge > DV, 30min after discharge
(4)
The average voltage at the end of discharge,
, reflects the resistance at 0% SOC and the
depth of discharge for the cell samples. The
for the five manufacturers are compared in Figure 9.
The cells from Company D have the lowest
, indicating the resistance at 0% SOC is the lowest for
the cells from Company D compared with those of the other four manufacturers. The order of the
of the samples is as follows:
(5)
V EOD : D(3.06V)< A=E(3.07V)<C=B(3.11V)
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Figure 9. The average voltage at the end of discharge,

, for the five manufacturers

The maximum voltage differences at the end of discharge, DV, end of charge, are compared in
Figure 10. The cells from D have the smallest DV, end of charge. And the order of the DV, end of charge from
different manufacturers is as follows:
DV, end of charge: D(101.64mV)<C(175.3mV)<E(193.3mV)<A(207mV)< B(253.4mV)
(6)
The average voltage and the standard deviation ΔV of the three selected points can reflect the
consistency of a cell batch, and are collected in Table 8 The standard deviation ΔV (measured in mV)
is normalized into a percentage called δV using Eqn. (7).
(7)
δV=ΔV / ×100%

(a)

(d)

Voltage and standard
deviation of A

(b)

Voltage and standard
deviation of C

Voltage and standard deviation of E

(e)

(c)

Voltage and standard
deviation of D

Voltage and standard deviation of B

Figure 11. Voltage statistics the at the three selected points for the five manufacturers before screening
Table 8
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Voltage and standard
deviation of A

(g)
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Voltage and standard
deviation of C

Voltage and standard deviation of E

(j)

(h)

Voltage and standard
deviation of D

Voltage and standard deviation of B

Figure 11. Voltage statistics the at the three selected points for the five manufacturers before screening
Table 8 shows the average voltage and the standard deviation ΔV & δV of the three selected
points for different cell samples before screening. Detailed voltage information for individual cells at
these points is shown in Figure 11, with the relative standard deviation δV marked. The highest δV
occurred for the voltage at the end of discharge. The order of the normalized standard deviation δV for
the five manufacturers is shown in Eqn. (8). The cells from D have the best consistency when
comparing the δV at the end of discharge.

Figure 10. Maximum voltage differences at the end of discharge, DV,
manufacturers

end of charge,

V End of Discharge: D(0.56%)<C(1.11%)<E(1.18%)<B(1.49%)<A(1.58%)

for the five

(8)
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Voltage and standard
deviation of A

(l)
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Voltage and standard
deviation of C

Voltage and standard deviation of E

(o)

(m)

Voltage and standard
deviation of D

Voltage and standard deviation of B

Figure 11. Voltage statistics the at the three selected points for the five manufacturers before screening
Table 8. Average voltage and standard deviation of the three selected points for the cell samples
before screening
A

C

D

E

B

4.18

4.14

4.17

4.16

4.18

ΔV / mV
δV /%
/V

19.7
0.07

23.7
0.10

19.2
0.10

18.5
0.09

24.6
0.14

3.06

3.10

3.06

3.07

3.11

ΔV / mV
δV /%
/V

205.8
1.58

175.3
1.11

85.2
0.56

193.3
1.18

249.8
1.49

3.50

3.45

3.38

3.44

3.47

ΔV / mV
δV /%

10.2
0.06

11.5
0.06

13.7
0.07

58.3
0.28

18.2
0.10

/V
End of charge

End of discharge

30min after discharge / mV

3.3.2. Charge and discharge test under different current rates
Average cells were chosen from those whose voltages at the all three of the selected points
were in the range of
. The average cells were tested using the profile proposed in
Sec. 2.3.3.2.
Figure 12 illustrates the discharge capacity under different current rates at 20℃. The discharge
capacities of the different cells display identical trends considering their discharge current rates.
Although the nominal discharge capacity is asserted to be 2600mAh for the cells from Company A,
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Company C and Company E, the discharge capacities for all of these cells are lower than the nominal
value. The cell from Company E has the largest discharge capacity among the three.

Figure 12. The discharge capacity under different current rates at 20℃

Figure 13. OCV-SOC diagram of the cell samples for the five manufacturers

Figure 14. R-SOC diagram of the cell samples for the five manufacturers
Figure 13 shows the OCV-SOC diagram and Figure 14 shows the R-SOC diagram for the
selected cells from the five manufacturers. As shown in Figure 13, the discharge voltage for the cells
from Company A and Company E are higher than that from the other three manufacturers, indicating
that the cells produced by Company A and Company E have a high power density. As shown in Figure
14, the cells with a capacity of 2600mAh (cells from Company A, Company C and Company E)have
resistances at variant SOCs that are higher than that of the other two manufacturers. The cells from
Company D and Company B have similar resistances, but the nominal capacity of the cell from
Company D is 3000mAh, whereas that of Company B is 2200mAh.
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3.4. The cell screening result
As proposed in Sec. 2.3.4, the cell screening approach selects cells that have voltages at the
three selected points in the range of
. Eqn. (9) defines the screening approach in
mathematical equations, where Vx denotes the characteristic voltage at the three selected points (end of
charge, end of discharge, and 30min after discharge). If Vx at any of the three selected points is outside
of
, the correlated cell is kicked out from the good-consistency batch.
(9)
(
) ≤ Vx ≤ (
)
ΔV was defined as the standard deviation of the corresponding characteristic voltages. The
number of cells left in the good-consistency batch after screening cells from each of the five
manufacturers was collected in Table 9. When the screening thresholds is set as
,C
looks to be the best manufacturer, with the highest proportion of cells that are judged to have good
consistency. Nevertheless, when the screening threshold expands to
or even
, all of the cell samples from E fall into the screening range.
Table 9. The percentage of cells left in the good-consistency batch with variant screening thresholds
Screening threshold

(a)
Voltage and standard
deviation(after screening) of A

(d)

A
C
D
E
B
61.7% 72.5% 63.3% 70.0% 70.0%
74.2% 82.5% 73.3% 100% 74.2%
91.7% 91.7% 91.7% 100% 94.2%

(b)
Voltage and standard
deviation(after screening) of B

Voltage and standard deviation(after
screening) of E

(e)

(c)
Voltage and standard
deviation(after screening) of D

Voltage and standard deviation (after
screening) of B

Figure 15. Voltage statistics at the three selected points for the five manufacturers after screening
To form cell modules, we select
as the screening range. All the cells that
are out of the screening range were removed from the good-consistency batch. The cells left in the
batch after the screening have a smaller standard deviation ΔV and δV.
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Figure 15 shows the statistics of the voltages at the three selected points for the five
manufacturers after the screening, and collects the average voltage and standard deviation of the three
selected points for different cell samples after the screening. Compared with that before screening, the
normalized V is smaller, indicating that the consistency of the battery improved after screening.
Therefore, this screening approach is effective.
Table 10. Average voltage and standard deviation of the three selected points for different cell samples
after screening
A

C

D

E

B

4.18

4.14

4.17

4.16

4.18

ΔV / mV
δV /%
/V

19.7
0.07

23.7
0.11

17.9
0.10

19.2
0.08

23.8
0.14

3.07

3.11

3.06

3.07

3.06

ΔV / mV
δV /%
/V

95.3
0.87

61.9
0.54

32.8
0.28

68.1
0.70

91.6
0.83

3.50

3.45

3.38

3.44

3.47

ΔV / mV
δV /%

10.2
0.06

11.5
0.06

9.3
0.06

33.8
0.18

15.3
0.08

/V
End of charge

End of discharge

30min after discharge / mV

3.5. Pack test to check the screening approach
To verify further the utility of this screening approach, pack tests were conducted with 20
selected cells connected in series. One pack consists of 20 cells selected with good consistency
(characteristic voltage in
), and another pack consists of 20 cells with poor
consistency (characteristic voltage out of
). The two battery packs were cycled
separately to observe the capacity decay and evaluate the validity of the proposed screening approach.

Figure 16. Capacity decay for the battery pack, one with good consistency, the other with poor
consistency
Figure 16 shows that the initial capacity of the pack with poor consistency is 1.3% lower than
that of the pack with good consistency. After cycling for 50 cycles, the capacity loss was 3.1% for the
pack with poor consistency, but only 1.1% for the pack with good consistency. The decays of the
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battery packs indicate that the proposed screening approach is effective for quickly filtering cells with
better consistency for pack formation.
3.6 Further discussion on the proposed cell screening approach
As those approaches mentioned in the papers [15,17,18] are based on the measurement of the
cells one after another, we proposed to connect the cells in series and cycle them with a same current,
which makes performance consistency screening more reliable and more efficient. The use of
box as a simple and criterion also improves the screening efficiency, comparing
with the approach using neural network model as in [15].
Pack tests as in Sec. 3.5 were also conducted to verify the proposed screening approach of cell
inconsistency. The capacity of the battery pack is lower than that of individual cells and decays faster
with cycles as in [27]. The battery pack with worse cell consistency has lower capacity than that with
better cell consistency. Moreover, the capacity of the battery pack with worse cell consistency will
decrease faster than that with better cell consistency, as indicated in [8].
Furthermore, some basic electrochemical characterizations were checked to validate the cell
inconsistency after screening by the proposed approach, including the self-discharge rate and the
discharge capacity under different current rates at 20℃. The results are listed in Table 11.
Randomly select 2 cells that have been selected out by the proposed approach from each
company and charge them to their full capacity at 0.2C and 20℃. After that monitor the OCV every
ten days. Thirty days later, discharge all cells to 2.75V and acquire the rest capacity and calculate the
self-discharge rate. The results listed in Table 11 indicate that the capacity decay of these cells is
approximately 98% after 30 days. However, the test standard required by the company instructions is
less than 10% capacity decay in 30 days, indicating that the screening approach is capable to filter
good cells from the gross set.
Table 11. The decay of OCV and capacity for cells after screening
Charge/discharge capacity(mAh)

Full capacity state OCV（V）

C-131
C-132
A-124
A-125
B-23
B-26
D-149
D-151
E-132
E-133

OCV（after

OCV（after

OCV（after

10days）

20days）

30days）

4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15
4.15

4.12
4.12
4.14
4.14
4.13
4.13
4.13
4.13
4.14
4.13

4.12
4.12
4.14
4.14
4.13
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.13
4.13

Charge capacity Discharge capacity（after 30days）
2499
2494.7
2463.3
2466.2
2200.1
2207
2977.6
2978.3
2527.5
2551.6

2458.9
2455.6
2433
2431.6
2163.7
2175.5
2937.1
2933.9
2486.9
2523.6

Discharge capacity（after 30days）
/Charge capacity
98.4%
98.4%
98.8%
98.6%
98.3%
98.6%
98.6%
98.5%
98.4%
98.9%

Randomly select 2 cells that have been selected out by the proposed approach from each
company and charge them to their full capacity at 0.2C and 20℃. Rest for an hour, and discharge them
at 0.2C, 0.5C or 1C. The capacities at different discharge rates of the screened cells are much better
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than the that required in the company instructions (0.5C/0.2C>95%, 1C/0.2C>90%), as listed in Table
12.
Table 12. The discharge capacity at different current rates for cells after screening
Current

C-114

C-111

B-12

B-16

A-116

A-117

D-107

D-114

E-83

E-88

0.2C Charge

2.50

2.50

2.17

2.17

2.47

2.46

2.99

2.99

2.56

2.55

0.5C Discharge

2.40

2.40

2.09

2.09

2.39

2.39

2.86

2.84

2.49

2.48

0.5C/0.2C

96%

96%

96.%

96.%

96.%

97.%

95.%

95.%

97.%

97.%

1C Discharge

2.35

2.34

2.03

2.03

2.34

2.34

2.74

2.72

2.42

2.42

1C/0.2C

94%

93.%

93.%

93.%

94.%

95.%

91.%

91.%

94.%

94.%

All the results shown in Table 11 and 12 are much better than the standard requirements in the
company instructions, indicating that the proposed approach in the manuscript not only meets the
requirements of traditional screening approaches, but also fulfils the purpose of fast screening a large
number of cells.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a facile consistency screening approach and provides a comparative study
of the inconsistency for commercial 18650 lithium ion cells from five manufacturers. The
inconsistency of the cells from the five manufacturers has been comprehensively compared,
considering the weight, size, electrochemical performance, etc. The cell from Company C performs
best in controlling the weight consistency for their 18650 products, whereas the cell from Company E
is the best in controlling the volume consistency.
Three selected characteristic points, including the voltage at the end of charge, the voltage at
the end of discharge, and the voltage 30min after discharge, were used to judge the consistency of the
electrochemical performances of cells from different manufacturers. The cells from Company D and
Company E seem to have better electrochemical performances than those from the other three.
The average voltage at the three selected characteristic points and the standard deviation
were used to help screen the cells for better consistency. If all three of the characteristic voltages at the
three selected points fall in the range of
, the cell is regarded as having good
consistency with others and represents the average electrochemical performances of cells from the
same batch. A screening approach is proposed to select cells with better consistency using this
heuristic. A pack test was conducted to verify this facile screening approach of cell inconsistency. The
battery pack formed by cells with poor consistency has a lower initial capacity after pack formation
and displayed faster capacity decay after cycling than that with good consistency, in indicating that the
facile screening approach is effective.
This study shows that the proposed facile consistency screening approach can provide high
performance consistency while reducing screening time.
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Future work will focus on the influence of the temperature distribution on the electrochemical
inconsistency of the cells. Cycling work is continuing to investigate the mechanism of the
inconsistency evolution in battery pack considering degradation.
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